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Top exported products between EU-Mercosul





Transparency, enforcement and inclusion of

local communities in the agreement

• A recent Oxford and Nature Conservancy research (2020) concludes:

• Nowadays, European Union imports from Mercosur result in one football field

of deforestation each 3 minutes  

• Conclusion: EU-Mercosur agreement fails across sustainability criteria and 

stands in direct contradiction to the goals of the European Green Deal.



Signature dates of FTAs between Latin 

American countries and the European Union



Case example: EU-Colombia agreement

impacts on the environment

• Colombian goverment policy towards increasing mining exports

• No prior consultation among local communities and civil Society

• After 7 years: Colombia increased mining and agrobusiness land area, such as 

its exports to the EU

• More than 30% of foreign investments in Colombia come from the EU – mainly

in coal, palm oil, mining industries

• The agreement didn’t lead to any monitoring or research on the impacts of

EU investments in Colombia - what was foreseen in the agreement.



Brazil environmental policies

 Brazil is Mercosur’s largest economy: approx. 80% of its population; 75% of its 

economy; 70% of its total area.

Bolsonaro government policies:

• Decreased budget of several Brazilian environmental public bodies

• Brazilian environmental public bodies lack autonomy

• Denies Brazilian public bodies statistics on deforestation, threatening public 

employees and censuring access to information 

• Incentive for illegal exploitation of indigenous-environmental protection areas

• Direct government support for illegal miners in the Amazon rainforest

• New records for approval of pesticides (474 in 2019; 201 until aug/2020)



Record 
deforestation in 

Brazilian history: 
Amazon rain forest



• 124 of the species include wildlife 

that only occur in the Amazon 

• From 265 species, 180 animals

• Estimative of more than 2.3 

million animals dead only in the 

Bolivian part of Amazon rain 

forest



Injured dog walks near the charred 

remains of a burnt lowland paca



Record deforestation in Brazilian 
history: Wetlands (Pantanal)

 Deliberately started by farmers

 Record deforestation in Brazilian Pantanal

since it started being measured (1995)

 Fire destroyed 85% of an important National 

Park, a jaguar sanctuary

 One of the most biologically diverse places 

on Earth, home to more than 4,700 species 

of plants and animals (WWF)

Only in 2020 Brazil lost 15% of the 

entire Pantanal biome. 



Fire threatens 
endangered 

species





Conclusion

 Brazil is going through its worst environmental and institutional crisis since 
democracy consolidation in the late 80’s

 FTA EU-Mercosur benefits mainly the agrobusiness in Mercosur countries, 
which are directly responsible for deforestation and loss of animal life

 The agreement text doesn’t have any legal binding mechanisms to regulate, 
monitor or avoid illegal deforestation.

 For EU, signing the FTA EU-Mercosur under this text and context means:

• Legitimate Brazilian government pro-deforestation policies

• Legitimate illegal fires, exploitation and mining in protected areas

• Will contradict the EU new green deal

• Will make the EU accountable for an ecocide
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